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This Memorandum is an interim report on automatic

machine analysis (parsing) of English which will eventually

enable the electronic computer to receive natural English

sentences and convert them internally into formal structures

suitable for further machine manipulation.

In this Memorandum the bases upon which a machine

Will accept and act upon English sentences are given,

together with the codes and ruies, and the approach to be

used in the further development of parsing is analyzed.

The immediate purpose is to develop a parsing program

for automatic information retrievali Work in information

retrieval now goes beyond statistical, probabilistic

methods, and as probes for relevant answers to requests

have been refined by adding information about sentence

structure, the need for something more than ad hoc or

"quick and dirty" methods of sentence structure determination

is increasingly apparent.

The development of machine parsing has been undertaken

by The RAND Corporation as a part of its continuing research

effort in the field of computer technology as an adjunct

to further studies in information retrieval, Command and

Control, etc.

The approach to automatic parsing was established

through dlscussons with Charles F. Hockett, Professor of
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Linguistics and Anthropology, Cornell University, and

Consultant to The RAND Corporation, and David G. Hays of

RAND. The first program to test the codes and rules on a

digital computer was designed by Robert Dupchak, Consultant

to The RAND Corporation.



SUMMARY

This Memorandum presents a set of gramar codes and

rules for analyzing, or "parsing," English sentences auto-

matically on a digital computer. The introduction briefly

discusses the nature of parsing and the general model of

Eng-lish structure on which this approach is based, and the

following sections explain and illustrate the codes and

rules in detail.

Although the computer program is not explained at

length, the logic underlying it is illustrated in the dis-

cussion of the rules. A complete list of the rules written

so far and a sample output of parsed sentences are appended.

The linguist and the programmer will find the presenta-

tion sufficiently detailed so that they can add to, refine,

or modify the codes and rules and design programs for apply-

ing them to text.
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1_9 _WTRODUCTION

PARSING AS -INTRPRETATION

interpretation of the expression thsgae yellow clothes

by an English speaker involves his experience with language

and also with the non-linguistic world. That is, he uses

his past experience to make distinctions between the colors

yellow, red, and blue and the objects clothes, rags, and so

forth, as well as between words that refer to them. So far

as the words are concerned, machines can make distinctions

too. The word yeioW is different from the word red in

certain definitely specifiable physical ways and it is not

difficult to build reactions to such differences into

machinery. What a machine cannot do, so far at least, is

determine whether in a given context the expression is

appropriate, whether or not there are objects in its exper-

ience that are appropriately called clothes and appropriately
called yellow and appropriately referred to by these rather

than those. However, insofar as the meaning of an utterance

is a function of the physical contrasts among the shapes of

sequences of words, a machine can be instructed to differ-
..... .. tese blue c othes

entiate between these-yellow clothes, thes blu clthes

those red rags, and the quick brown fox Jjuped over the !azy

dog. In a very superficial sense the machine's reaction to

these contrasts can be considered an interpretation or even

a translation.



But there is a different kind of contrast in language

which must also be interpreted. In the expression "These

yellow clothes and these whiten them," the first three words

contrast in one way with the last three and in a different

way with the identically shaped sequence appearing in, "I

like these yellow clothes."' To instruct a machine to inter-

pret the second kind of difference is to teach it to parse.

Automatic digital computers are capable of receiving such

instruction, but first, grammars must be written for them.

The English codes and parsing rules being developed

at RAND are essentially a machine grammar. so far, this

grammar has enabled the computer to parse successfully a

variety of sentences which include coordinate, subordinate,

relative, indicative, and interrogative clause structures.

It will be further evaluated by having the computer apply

it to the parsing of large amounts of unedited text. it is

obviously incomplete and inadequate at present, even more

so than grammars written for people, but it can be easily

expanded and revised. It represents a fruitful approach to

the problem because it takes advantage of the computer's

ability to perform a large namber of simple operations with

great speed, it can be written very compactly, and it can

be programmed by exact or algorithmic rather than by empir-

ical or heuristic methods, Moreover, it does not force a



single interpretation on a sequence of words but is designed

to preserve ambiguities that actually exist, so that loss of

information in the course of parsing is reduced.

&MODL. FR~ KM~CHNGAR OF ENGLIISH

The relationships among words in meaningful sequences

are str-uctured, and grammars can be viewed as models of the

structures in the language for which they are devised; or

at least as based on or providing insight into a model under-

lying those structures. in some languages the shapes of

the words with their derivational and inflectional affixes
play a major part in providing information for establishing

their relationships with each other. In English and some

other languages, word order is crucial though not decisive.

How one gets from the linear or temporal ordering of elenents

to their structural relationship is, then, a major task to

which a grammatical analysis of English sentences must

address itself. It appears possible in English to consider

the uords in a sentence as projections from the branchings

of a tree-like structure. Above the word-level, the arrange-

ment of the branches appears to be binary in general so that

1 It is customary to regard the sentence as the largest

grammatically structured sequence in a language; the relation-
ships among sentences in paragraphs and larger units are
relegated to problems of style.
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each node tends t, have not more than two branches. We are

accustomed to descriptions of sentence structure that are

basically binary: a sentence consists of subject and

predicate; the subject consists of a substantive and its

modifiers; the predicate consists of verb phrase and comple-

ments; the verb phrase consists of verb and auxiliaries, and

so forth. The elements of each substructure are usually

adjacent and any departure from this arrangement in English

may be very significant, as in the inversion of subject and

auxiliary to differentiate statements from questions.

One can easily think of exam ples for which this analysis

is unsatisfactory, but it does provide a model for powerful

generalizations about English sentences and it lends itself

to machine manipulation For these reasons, the parsing

program is based on this '"immediate constituent"' analysis.

A computer is programmed to take sentences as input and to,

relate the words in them in paired substructures or "'con-

stitutes" until all of the material in a sentence has been

accounted for. The output is a description of the structural

relationships of the words in each sentence which may sub-

sequently be used as input for information retrieval, machine
translation, content analysis, linguistic research, or even

as machine instructions.
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in the processi, the computer is supplied with two kinds

of information: information about the potential each word

has for entering into grammatical constructions with other

words (forming constitutes) and information about the

environments in which these potentials are realized The

first is contained in a glossary which attaches to each word

or form occurring in a text a code indicating the syntactic

role or roles it may play. Tiais is its parts-of-speech

category. The second is contained in a set of parsing rules

which, theoretically, lists all of the grammaticaliy per-

missible combinations of adjacent codes, and supplies a new

code called a resultant for each combination. These are

the two parts of the machine grammar which will be

presented in detail.
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II, THE GMMAR CODES IN T GLOSARY

THE PROBLEM -OF HMORAP Y AND AMBIGUIT

English abounds in homographs, words whose shapes are

identical but whose meanings and syntactic properties are

widely different, eig., bear ("ursus," noun) and bear

("sustain," verb). Homography of verb and noun is especially

prevalent, e.g., walk, run, set; and all three of the main

word classes--verb, noun, and adjective--exhibit it to a

degree likely to surprise anyone who has not scanned word

lists with a view to assigning parts-ofaspeech categories.

This homography accounts for the ambiguity in the sequence

these yell-ow-clothes, cited previously. Often the addition

of a sin le item of context is sufficient to resolve the

ambiguity (cf., the bear and to bear); sometimes a complete

sentence lends itself to two or more syntactic interpreta-

tions even when the total context is considered. This

problem of ambiguity in words and constitutes can be met,

in part, by assigning m ltiple codes to each homograph or

ambiguous sequence; that is, each possible classification

could be coded separately. Another way of handling the

problem is to devise a uystem of classification that recog-

nizes recurrent patterns of homography and ambiguity. The

latter method is the one adopted here. Words that can occur



only as verbs are coded with a 1 in first position, words

that occur only as nouri with a 2 in first position, but

those that can be either are coded with a 3. This principle

of classification is followed when patterns of homography

and ambiguity are sufficiently general, only peculiar

homographs such as w might, can, and that are given

more than one code. Well, for example, is given one code

as verb/noun and another as an adverbial adjective, since

this is an unusual combination of syntactic ranges, 
That

is assigned the same code as this in the determiner group,

but also receives a unique code as a relative particle.

All forms of have and the finite forms of do have separate

codes as verbs and as auxiliaries. This method of coding

is geared to a parsing logic developed by John Cocke of IBM,

which preserves ambiguities until they are resolved by the

addition of larger context.

GLOSSARY CODE FORMAT

Codes have been attached to words in a glossary con-

sisting of approximately 7000 entries compiled from text,

Each word is keypunched in columns 1-30 of a standard IBM

card. Columns 35-41 contain a word-number; columns 49-52

contain the code. Forms which are simply inflected variants

of a comnon stem are assigned the dame word-number in order
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to reduce the duplication of semantic information that may

be stored with them later; however, peculiar homographs are

entered twice, with separate word-numbers for each entry.

For example the series do, dAes, A o , done has one

word-number as forms of the main verb and 4, does, did has

another word-ntber as forms of the auxiliary. So far, no

need has arisen for assigning more than two word-numbers to

a form.

The code attached to each word or form consists of a

string of four digits. The digit in the first position

indicates the major parts-of-speech assignment, those in

second and third positions subclassify by coding the!

suffixes of inflected words or the syntactic properties of

uninflected ones. Function words with unusual or unique

syntactic properties and forms containing numerals and

mathematical symbols are given special codes. Digits in the

fourth position code some of the verb and noun subclasses

of individual words and the classes of constitutes established

during parsing.

The most regular part of the system is the verb-noun-

a-djective-determiner-aMuxiary section running from 1000"

9500. These groups have morpho-syntactic properties of

tense, umber, or degree, which furnish general criteria
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for classification. In contrast with these, the forms coded

with a 0 in first position are a mixed lot, mostly uninflected,

many with unique functions. It has seemed best at this stage

to isolate several words with unusual properties and assign

them arbitrary codes at the beginning of the Oxxx series;

consequently the "'system" here is a somewhat disorderly com-

promise between classification and partial listing. No

attempt was made to provide codes for all of the uninflected

particles but only for those actually appearing in our

limited text.

At the other end of the system, codes 96xx have been

temporarily reserved for numerals, alphabet sequences not

known to be acronyms, mixtures of numerals and letters, and

foreign words. It is assumed that the numerals and alphabet

sequences will function like nouns and noun modifiers for

the most part, but until further investigation, we prefer to

keep them separate from the main word classes and particles.

THE MAJOR CLASSES
Table 1 illustrates the major classes distinguished by

the first position codes 0-9.
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Table 1

Major Parts-of-Speech Classification: Position 1 Codes

Code Meaning Examples

0 Unique forms; uninflected part- very, and, why,
icies (adverbs, prepositions in, by, that, who
and conjunctions) ; relatives
and interrogati ve pronous.

(Note- adverbs formed by add-
ing to an adjective base
are coded as inflected
adj ect ies.)

1 Verb only. see, civilize

2 Noun or pronoun (excepting pro- death, civilization,
nouns that may also be deter- John, he, theirs
miners, e.g., h1).

3 Verb or noun. dance, telephone

4 Adjective only (including true, beautiful
adverbs with =jl).

5 Verb or adjective, clean, clear

6 Noun or adjective. kind, corporal

7 Verb, noun, or adjective, brief, yellow

8 Determiners (articles, demon- a, the, this,
stratives, quantitatives, many, five, my
possessive pronouns),

9 To, be, auxiliaries, to, be, have, do, can
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Particles. Reiatives,_and Interrogatives

Subclassification and listing of the words coded 0 in

first position are illustrated in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Only

three of the four positions allotted in a complete code are

used, so all fourth position codes are zero. This position

will be used for further subclassification after the program

has been tested to see what other adjustments are needed.

Table 2

Unique Particles

Code Words Comments

0010 and, and-or Coordinating conjunctions appearing
0020 or in the working text.
0030 but

0040 not These vary in syntactic function,
0050 only but all can modify adjectives and
0060 very some types of adverbs.
0070 as
0080 than
0090 too
0100 somewhat

0110 how These can be both adverbs, conjunc-
0120 when, where tions, and interrogatives. As inter-
0130 why rogatives, they appear with inverted

order of subject and auxiliary.

0150 there These pro-adverbs are separated from
0160 here the rest because of their use in

inversions. "There" is a common
inverter.

0190 etc. Will require special handling when
rules are written for punctuation.
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Table 2 lists Specific words with their arbitrary

codes, occupying a block of numbers running from 000040190.

They are grouped very roughly on the basis of some shared

syntactic characteristics, noted in the comments.

Table 3 illustrates the subclassification of preposi

tions, adverbs, and conjunctions. The principle of coding

to indicate homography and ambiguity is applied, so that

a word like after, which functions as preposition, adverb,

or conjunction, is assigned to a class whose code symbol

in second position differs from Symbols assigned to with,

ag-ain, or if, which are all members of unambiguous classes.

Not counting the null class, Seven classes are theoretically

possible, but the category "adverb/conjunction" has been

omitted because the only words belonging to it are how,

when, where, andS, which have already received arbitrary

codes.

This group, occupying the block of codes 02xx-O7xx, is

further subclassified in third position on the basis of ability

to postmodify a noun or premodify a simple, unaffixed verb.

At the level of Individual words, this subelasifies only
adverbs, which by definition can all modify verbs. Words

that are only prepositions or only conjunctions perform none

of these functions, although constitutes containing them can.
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Table 4

Relatives and interrogatives

Code 'Word Description

0800 that relative only, singular/plural agreement
0810 what interrogative, determiner, singular/plural

agreement

0820 which relative, interrogative, determiner,
singular/plural agreement

0830 who relative, interrogative, singular/plural
agreement, nominative

0840 whose relative, interrogative, determiner, sing-
ular/plural agreement

0850 whom relative, interrogative, singular/plural
agreement, accusative

0.860 how much interrogative, determiner, singular agreement

0870 how many interrogative, determiner, plural agreement



Consequently, the glossary codes for adverb classes and sub-

classes will also be resultant codes for constitutes con-

taining the other two classes.

Table 4 lists the codes for a group of complexly related

words which share certain functions as relatives, interroga-

tives, and interrogative determiners, although only two of

them combine all of these functionsi In this group, that

is only relative. Another tha -t, with a separate word number,

also appears in the determiner group (8xxx) where its code

is identical with the co'e of this, since as determiners,

this. and that are symmetrical with these and t-hose, and

general rules can be written for their paI:sLLg. Table 4

includes arbitrary codes for the constitutes how-much and

how many.

The Content-Word Classes

Table 5 contains the codes for subclasses of the

content-word classes with the first position codes repeated

for easier reference. The reader will note that two posi-

tions are used to code the inflectional suffixes. The order

of positions in which the suffixes are coded is conditioned

by the peculiarities of English homography. As noted pre-

viously, English nouns and verbs are frequently homographic.

The plural suffix of nouns is also homographic with one of



Table 5

Verb, Noun, Adjective Codes

lhostion.- - osto92Poitu n-3~ -o~tonA ___

Code Meaning Code Meanig Example Ctode :Meaning Exa&m--ple Code Moeiifing _ xml

V 0 1No suf - brief 0 ;N suf - took 0 Nor-deterfinied death
f ix f ix N Or A Silpe

2 N1 Past took 1 Verb tj takes 1 Intrantsitive V, walk
noft-deterifted lonig
N or A

3 V/N 2 Pr~eet dancing 2 N. boys 2 rantsitive V; brief
parti- plural moef Non-determified
ciple N or A

4 A 3 Pas t taken 3 V/N -s, dances 3 Two-object V; give
Part i- Non- deterinfed make
ciple N or A light

5 VIA 4 Past/ briefed 4 N asing - fish 4 Determained N john's
pat tular Or
partim plural
ciple

6 N/A 5 Present run 5 A =11 truly 5 Completely Jh
tene/determined M he, himn

past/

par t i-
ciple

V/N/ t6 v Preet bler Nacu i

t enitse man's
-ast
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the verb suffixes, so that dan-e-s, for example, may be either
a plural noun or a present tense verb requiring a singular,

third-person subject. tut hotaography is also present within

the verb inflections themselves. Set is not oniy ambiguously

a noun or a verb, as a verb it is ambiguously an infinitive,

a present tense form requiting a plural subject, a past tense,

or a past participle. Compare:

The se of all objects. The s-ets of all objects.

They se it. He sets it.

and, They wanted to &e the They wanted to jo there.

table

They set the table every They gg there every day.

day.

They ja it yesterday. They weng there yesterday.

They have -set it. They have gone there.

The homography within the verb form is coded in second

position; the remaining homography of verb with noun is

then coded in third position.

Verbs and nouns are subclassified in third position

according to the presence or absence of the --s suffix. A

zero means that it is absent, a 1 that it is present in an

unambiguous verb (101x), a 2 that it is present in an unam-

biguous noun (2x2x), a 3 that it is present but the stem

is ambiguously noun or verb (3x3x); a 4 that it is absent



but that as a noun, the form is ambiguously singular or

plural. The code symbol 6 is assigned to accusative forms

of nouns (pronouns), regardless of whether or not they are

singular or plural, since they do not appear as subjects

nor take determiners, and therefore do not require number

agreement so far as parsing is concerned.

Verbs are subclassified in fourth position according

to their ability to take one or more substantive objects.

An intransitive verb has a 1 in fourth position and the

parsing rules do not provide for its being parsed with a

following substantive expression. A 2 in this position

indicates that the verb is transitive, a 3 that it can take

both an indirect and a direct object. How these codes are

modified during parsing is discussed in the section on

Resultant Codes (See. IV). Here it is sufficient to note

tha. all potential verbs will have a 1, 2, or 3 in fourth

position.

Nouns are subclassified in fourth position according

to their ability to pick up determiners. Boys, for example,

may form a constitute with the or all or both together, while

John's may form a constitute with all, but not with the, and

John and he never take determiners. The code for boys is

2020, for John's 2904, and for John and he 2005. Unambiguous
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nouns will have a 0, 4, or 5 in fourth position. Words

in the ambiguous V/N or V/N/A classes will have a 1, 2, or

3 in fourth position, depending on the subclass of the verb,

but as nouns they are capable of acquiring determiner-s and

the codes 1, 2, 3 are equivalent to 0 for the noun functions.

They are also equivalent to 0 for the adjective functions

in the V/A and V/N/A classes.

it some members of the V/N and V/N/A classes were

limited, like John's and he, in their ability to take two

or more determinergs, the system would be unworkable because

it would be impossible to code for verb transitivity and

determiner limitation simultaneously, but since only genitive
nouns, proper nouns, and pronouns have the determiner limita-

tion and since they are always unambiguously nouns, no con-

flict arises. No word coded with a 1, 3, or 7 in first

position has a 0, 4, or 5 in fourth position, with two

exceptions: yes and no, which may be either nouns or sentences,

are coded 3000.

To illustrate, the complete code for set is 3603. The

first 3 indicates that it belong-s to the class V/N; the 6

that it may be infinitive, present tense, past tense, or

past participle; the 0 that as a present tense verb it

requires a plural subject and as a noun it is singular;
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the 3 in fourth position that as a verb it may take two

obj ects.

Whenever the addition of an inflectional suffix

resolves an ambiguity existing in the stem form of a word,

the suffixed form is coded as unambiguously as possible

sets, for example, is coded 3033 rather than 3633, since

the -. suffix resolves the ambiguity of the verb inflection,

but not the overall V/N ambiguity.

Some suffixes create ambiguity. Al present parti-

ciples of verbs can function as nouns and some can also

function as adjectives. Accordingly, setting is coded

3003 and exciting is 7002; cf., "the exciting of the atom,"

"it is exciting the atom," "it is very exciting." on the

other hand, settings and findings are coded 2020 as unam-

biguous plural nouns capable of accepting determiners.

Many past participles of transitive verbs may premodify

nouns, but they are not coded as potential adjectives

unless they aso accept the typical adjective modifiers

more, most, very and the inflection . Broken, coded

5302, belongs to the latter class; consequently it was

broken can be interpreted either as a passive or as a

copulative construction, whereas it was taken cannot.

Some words like underdeveloped or outspoken, although
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morphologically marked as if they were past participles,

are coded as adjectives only, since there are no verbs -to

underdevelop or tooutspeak, and it-was ,underde-eiop~ed and

he wag-_utspken are clearly copulative rather than passive

The second position codes for the comparative and super-

lative forms of adjectives need little explanation. The

-ewer suffix is a homograph and some words ending in it may

belong to the N/A class. An agentive noun like farmer is

coded 2000, but cleaner is coded 6700 as an ambiguous N/A&

comparative. The superlative suffix is not homographic and

its addition to an ambiguous stem resolves the ambiguity.

Cleanest, clearest, and finest are all coded 4700, although

c-lean and clear are 5002 and fine is 7003.

The .IX suffix, regarded as an adverbial inflection of

adjectives, also resolves ambiguity and appears only with

words having a 4 in first position. Words like deadly,

kindly, and silly are coded as uninflected adjectives.

Using the code symbol 5 in third position for the

suffix, thus interrupting the numerical sequence of codes

for noun subclasses in that position, is inadvertent and

inelegant, but does no harm, It may also seem odd that

the suffix was coded in this position rather than in second

position. The reason for doing so is that only one digit
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(9) was still available in second position and it was needed

for coding the genitive nouns. Coding the genitives in sec-

ond position avoids interference with the singular/plural

coding in third position. It would be possible and perhaps

preferable to make two symbols available in third position

for genitives, one for the singular and one for the plural,

and put the adjective suffix in second position. This may

be done in a later revision.

All genitive nouns are ambiguously singular or plural

with respect to subjectmverb agreement, but not with respect

to detern iner-noun agreement; of., "That tan's accounts are

false but this man's are true." Since genitives are unam-

biguously nouns, the code symbol 9 in second position will

always be preceded by the code symbol 2 for words in this

set.

The symbol 0 in third position codes words with no

suffixes or with suffixes already coded in second position.

The coding of the V/N suffix -s in third position has been

explained earlier, and the use of the other symbols should

be clear from the examples in Table 5.

The Determiners

The determiners are primarily subclassified according

to two intersectinS criteria: their ability to function as
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substantives and their requirements for singular-piural

agreement. These criteria establish four of the five sub-

classes coded in second position.1 A single deter-miner,

all is arbitrarily assigned to a fifth subclass, because

it is the typical outermost determiner in a noun phrase and

isolating it simplifies writing the parsing rules. The

classification is designed primarily to handle the deter-

miners actually occurring in our rather limited glossary,

but some additions have been anticipated in designing it.

Both, for instance, which does not appear in our text,

should probably be subclassified with all and then further

differentiated.

Third position codes for subclassifying this group are

designed differently from those for other classes and sub -

classes discussed so far. They are arranged in blocks so

that as many as three different symbols may code the same

syntactic function, thus permitting the assignment of

unique codes to most of the determiners, and the writing of

special parsing rules for their combinations without barring

further writing of more general rules as well whenever

possible. These blocks of digits subclassify the determiners

according to their order classes, but only very roughly,

1One theoretically possible subclass turns out to be
aempty, namely the "never substantive; plural agreement" subclass.
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since the order class patterning of these words appears to

be too intricate for the construction of any simpie or

elegant scheme, Codes O, 1, and 2 are assigned to determiners

which cannot fellow any others, Codes 3, 4, and 5 are assigned

to those which can follow the, -this, hat , -those, his, her,

etc., hereafter called the th- group, but which cannot fol-

low all. Code 6 is assigned to numerical determiners three,

-fou, etc., (but not one or two), which can follow both all

and the th- group. Codes 7 and 8 are assigned to those which

can follow all but not the th- group. Code 9 is assigned to

such, which can follow any of the other determiners except

a and the th.- group.

Table 6 contains the codes and their meanings for

second and third positions in the determiner group. Table

7 shows all of the determiners occurring in the glossary
together with their codes, so that the reader can interpret

the parsing rules for their individual combinations.

Later, other determiners can be inserted as the glossary

is expanded and finer distinctions made, by using the fourth
position for subclassification. Meanwhile, this design

allows one to write parsing rules for determiner combinations

such as many more, Lhis much, some three ("approximately

three"), which are always constitutes, as well as for

anomalous combinations in which requirements for singular/
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Table 6

Determiner Codes

Pos. 1 Position 2 Position 3 Pos. 4

Code Code Meaning Code Meaning Code

8 0 Never sub- 0 Does not fol- 0
stantive; 1 low other
singular 2 determiners
agreement

May be sub- 3 Can follow
stantive; 4 the th

singular 5 group, but
agreement not all

2 May be sub- 6 Can follow
stantive; the th-
plural group and
agreement all

3 May be sub- 7 Can follow
stantive; 8 all but not
singular the th
or plural group
agreement

4 Never sub- 9 Can follow
stantive; any determiner
singular except a and
or plural the LhZ group
agreement

5 All: may
be substan-
tive; sing-
u!ar or
plural
agreement
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plural agreement are altered, as in a -ittle, a few, manva,

and such a.

To,_ Be.~Auxii ies. and -Contrac ted F orms

Subclassification of this group is illustrated in

Table 8, where all of the words belonging to the group are

provided codes whether or not they appear in our working

glossary.

The infinitive marker to is assigned the unique code

9000. Since it is also a preposition/adverb, its code

appears in the parsing rules for combining prepositions

with objects, and verbs with adverbs. Although its range

of syntactic functions is peculiar, there seems to be no

need at this stage for assigning it two different word-

numbers and two codes.

Like the intransitive verbs in the main word-classes,

be and the auxiliaries all contain a 1 in fourth position,

which becomes a 0 in the resultant code when they are parsed

with potential preceding subjects. An indicative sentence

with a form of be as its main verb will be coded 91xO (with

the third position containing a 0, 1, or 2). This means

that copulative sentences are easily distinguishable from

those containing other verbs. Likewise, elliptical or

anaphoric sentences with forms of have, d or modals are
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identifiable in the resultant codes, all of which will con-

tain a 9 as first position code and 0 as fourth position,

with the second position distinguishing the particular type.

in third position, codes 0, 1, and 2 are assigned on

the basis of requirements for ntmber agreement with subjects.

Be is the only verb requiring this agreement in past tense

.as well as present tense forms, consequently the code 9121

is not assigned to any of its single forms. Modals, on the

other hand, never require number agreement and are all coded

9421. when a modal, e.g., an, is parsed with the infinitive

be, requirements for number agreement vanish and the code

9121 is assigned to the constitute. (Cf., he-was, they were,

he can be, they can-be.)

Be differs from all other verbs also in having different

forms for the infinitive and for the first-person singular,

present tense. Codes for these forms are assigned arbitrar-

ily in the third position.

Third position codes are also arbitrarily assigned to

contracted forms of subject-plus-auxiliary and to let's. Con-

tracted forms with nit are not coded separately, but are

assigned the same word numbers and codes as the positive forms.

1See Sec. IV, Resultant Codes.
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Odd, Fores. Numerals.ForeignWords

The remaining forms in the text, from which the working

glossary comes, are not English words. They are numerals or

alphabet sequences, not known to be acronyms, or foreign words

like hoc, et, bleu. Hyphenated sequences of numerals

which could be dates have been coded as notus. The rest are

assigned the first two position codes 96 and subclassified

in third position. Their complete codes are:

Alphabetic only 9600

Mixed numerals and
alphabet 9610

Arabic nrterals 9620

Roman numerals 9630

La tin 9640

French 9650

Only three rules have been written for parsing them. One

rule allows some of them to be parsed with nouns as if they

were adjectives, and two rules provide for coordinating them
with and. Such forms will have to be dealt with sooner or

later--"heir frequency is higher than one might assume with-

out checking--but other problems have priority at this point.

So far, the coding systme has been presented primarily

as it is used to code individua words and forms, although

several times the extended application of word codes to
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resultant codes for constitutes functioning like a single

word has been touched on. A fuller discussion of the result-

ant codes, both those that correspond to word codes and those

that appear only in the course of parsing, will be deferred

until the parsing rules have been explained
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If we take the word a our smallest unit and the sentence

as our largest, we can describe parsing as essentially the

combining of words in a text into successively larger con-

stitutes until all of the words between two sentence-end

markers have been accounted for. The codes attached to the

words indicate what combinations they may enter; parsink

rules provide the entry,

METHODOFAPPLCATION

Over 500 rules appear in Appendix B in a highly con-

densed form capable of expansion in the computer into an

estimated 2,500. These rules simply state what adjacent

grammar codes can be combined and what resultant codes their

combination will produce, in the general form:

xxxx + yyyyomw)zzzz. The program will direct the computer

to examine all adjacent words in the input sentence, compare

their original codes (On and On+ l ) with the pairs combined

by the rules, apply al1 rules with matching pairs, and carry
the resultant codes (R ) in the continuing cye. As the

cycle continues, the pairs 0n. + R , R 1- 0n+2' and

R + R will also be checked against the rules.
__X x+l -- --- - - - _

For example, assume the input sentence is, "The men

went there."' The original gramar codes for each word will
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be assigned in a glossary look-up subroutine. The codes,

in order, are:

The (0l) men (02) went (03) there (04).

8470 2020 1101 0i50

Comparing the adjacent codes with those in the rules, the

computer assigns resultants as follows:

1. 01 + 02  R1  : the/men

8470 2020 2024 determined noun

2. 02 + 03 - 2  t men/went

2020 1101 1000 sentence

3. 03 + 04 R3  went/there

1i01 0150 1101 past tense, finite,
intrans it ive

4. 01 + R2 + 4 no rule : * the/men went

8470 1000 (not permitted)

5. +1 + 03 - R4  • the men/went

2024 1101 1000 sentence

6. R + 04 - R men went/there

10-0 0150 1000 sentence

7. R + R3 - R6  : the men/went there

2024 1101 1000

8. 01 o R5 . nO rule : * the/men went there

8470 1000 (not permitted)

9. + 04 -+no rule : * the men went/there

1000 0150 (not permitted)
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The code 1000, which first appears in step 2, designates

a constitute that is potentially a sentence or independent

clause and is the resultant code whenever a finite verb or

verb phrase, not requiring number agreement, is parsed with

a possible subject preceding it. The appearance of this code

in steps 2, 5, and 6 is premature because, although the

resulting constitutes can he sentences, not all of the words

in the string being parsed have been accounted for. Only

step 7 accounts for all of the words in the string, and it

alone will survive as the final resultant; the premature

parsings will die in the cycle. The survivor will appear

in an output consisting of steps i, 3, and 7, corresponding

to the completed parsing path.

A sample output for several test sentences is shown

in Appendix C.

RULE SYMBOLS

The rules in the example are merely schematic. The actual

parsing rules are written in a much more generalized and com-

pact form for machine interpretation and manipulation, the

compactness being achieved by using alphabetic cover symbols

for various numerical code patterns, by establishing instruc-

tion symbols, and by writing rules as arrays, when more than

one pair of codes produce the same resultants.
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Suppose, for example, we wish to write a rule stating

that a potential adjective plus a potential noun may be put

together as a nominal constitutee A + N-> N. The number

of different codes for words that could participate in this

construction is extremely great; it will include not only the

unambiguous codes for words like happy and men, but the ambig-

uous ones for words like man, deer, brief, set, abstract,

cleaner, and excit-ing as well. in the syste mthere are

about sixty different codes for words that could be adjectives

and about fifty for words that could be nouns, if every

possible pair of codes were recorded separately, 3000 entries

in the parsing rule for putting potential adjectives and

nouns together would have to be rewritten.

Instead, cover symbols have been defined for each of

the four code positions. Thus an A in first position covers

the adjective code numbers -4, 5, 6, and 7;I an A in second
position covers 0 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8; an S in third

position covers 0 and 4; and an S in fourth position covers

0, 1, 2, and 3 (indicating a simple unmodified adjective in

a preceding A context), Similarly for nouns, N in first

position covers the noun code numbers 2, 3, 6, and 7, and

1See Table 1.
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so forth for the other positions. Now, the rule can be

written:

AASS + NNNS - Resultant nominal constitute.

instruction SybolS

The resultant code for the pair in the above example

has not been specified because its third position code

depends on whether the original noun constituent was singular

or plural or potentially eitheri Since similar situations

in writing other rules will be encountered, another kind of

symbol, an instruction symbol, must be defined, which, in

effect, orders the computer to copy or modify, in the result-

ant code, all or part of one of the constituent codes whenever

the parsing rule is applied. Four such symbols have been

defined.

B, in any position of the resultant code in a rule,

means, "Copy in the resultant code for this pair, the code

symbol in the corresponding position of the first constituent's

code." C means, "'Copy the code symbol in the corresponding

position of the second constituent'a code." The rule for

combining adjective and noun now appears in the form:

MSS + NNNS- 20CO.

1See Appendix A,
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A related instruction symbol is D, which directs the

computer to subtract 1 from whatever code digit appears in

the corresponding position of the first constituent its

main function is to allow one to write resultant codes for

verbs or verb phrases plus their objects, setting the

transitivity of the resulting constitute at one less than

that of the original verb constituent. Thus, a verb that

may take either one or two noun objects, represented with

cover symbols by VJ2, will be parsed with a following noun
3

to produce a resultant in which the original 2 or 3 will be

reduced by 1 and copied in the fourth position.

Presumably we could write the rule as:

VVV2+ NNNN- 1BBD.
3 6

9N
6

The addition of the 9 and 6 would be necessary since the

symbol N in these positions does not cover the genitive and

accusative nown codes. This is only a minor problem, as

will become evident in a moment. More serious is the fact

that use of the inst-ruction symbol B in the resultant may

lead to forbidden sequences. If the original verb was a

V/N 303x or 304x, then a 103x or lO10x would appear in the

resultant. Such sequences should be avoided because they

are inconsistent with the unambi4gous 1 coding or the first
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position. This can be done by splitting the rule into two

rules of the following forms:

WS2 + NNNN iBOD, where S= 0, 41
3 6

9N
6

and W12 + NNNIN lOlD.
3 6

32 9N
3 6

In these forns of the rules, the ambiguities of the original

codes are reduced as much as possible in the resultant.

These two rules may be simplified still further by

using the fourth instruction symbol, an asterisk, which

means, "Any code symbol is acceptable in this position";

in effect, an instruction to "skip it." in these two rules,

it does not matter whether or not the verb is finite, or

present or past participle; all that matters is that it is

a verb and that it is transitive. Also, the following noun

may be singular or plural, genitive or accusative. In other

words, while the thlrd position code of the potential verb

must be specified in order to write the resultant, only the

first and fourth positions are relevant for determining

whether or not a given pair can be put together as verb plus

!See Appendix A.
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object, Terefore, we can write:

V*S2 N**N 190D
3

and V*12 N**N 10lD.
3
32
3

Unlike the other instruction symbols B, C, and D, which

appear only in resultants, the asterisk appears only in the

constituent codes and never in the resultants.'

RULE FORMAT

The rules are identified with an alphabetic symbol

followed by a number. in keypUnching, the fields used are:

Columns Contents

1-2 Deck identification

5-8 Rule identification

15-18 Code of first constituent

25-28 Code of second constituent

35-38 Code of resultant

In order to interpret more fully the format in which

the rules are written, let us return to our pair of verb-obJect

!For a fuller understanding of how the instruction and
cover symbols are used, the reader might try working his
way through a few of the rules in Appendix B, after reading
the next section in which the format is explained, and the
key to Rule Symbols in Appendix A.
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rules, noting that in the verb constituents some code posi-

tions were occupied in a second row. Thus, in the second

rule of the pair, V*12 was written This is to be inter"
3
32
3

preted: "if the first position code is a V, the second

position is not significant for application of this rule,

the third position may be a 1 or a 3, and the fourth posi-

tion may be a 2 or a 3." In general, whenever a code field

for a constituent is not filled out to all four positions,

each blank is interpreted as being filled by the symbol in

the column above it and all combinations of four code

position symbols are permitted However, when all four

positions are filled in both rows, as in bbbb'aaaa the inter-

pretation is aaaa or bbbb.

We also interpret the connections across code fields

bbbb dddd
as and/or connections, so that aaaa + cccc -->eeee means:

aaaa and bbbb or aaaa and cccc go to dddd or eeee. These

conventions permit us to write rules as condensed arrays

whenever more than one subclass or class of constituents

can enter into a constitute, or whenever more than one sub-

class or class of constitutes are produced by the combination.

For example, the subclasses of transitive verbs may be

parsed with some subclasses of determiners as well as with
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nouns to produce resultant verb-object constitutes. The

codes for such determiners may be added to previous rules.

Accordingly, the second of the pair of verb-object rules,

as it actually appears in the appendix, reAds:

R26 V*i2 N**N i1D
.3 8W*O
32

3

(W is the cover- symbol for the second position codes of all

potentially substantive determiners). If the code field

combinations were written out, leaving only the cover and

instruction symbols intact, the rule would appear as

V*12 N**N i1D
V*13 N**N 101D
V*32 N**N i0iD
V*33 N**N 1OID
V*12 8W*O 10D
V*3 8W*o 1OID
V*32 8W*O 101D
V*33 8W*O 10iD

What its appearance would be with the cover and instruction

symbols taken away, shall be left to the digital computer.
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IV-i RESULTANT-CODES

TYPES

For purposes of discussion, the resultant codes are

divided into three types on the basis of their resemblance

to the constituents producing them and to the codes already

defined for the glossary entries. Type A resembles the code

of one of the constituents, indicating that the construction

it codes is end6centric. For a highly endocentric construe-

tion, in which the syntactic range of one of the constituents

is effectively the same as that of the constitute, the result-

ant code repeats the code of that constituent. in others,

the resultant is a modified version of one of the constituent

codes. The modified version will also be a glossary code,

indicating that the combination of the two constituents has

shifted the syntactic range of one of them to that of a diff-

erent subclass of its own class. Occasionally, the Type A

resultant combines subclass symbols in a way not found in

the glossary, as in the combining of a modal with be to pro-

duce the code 9121, but no new subclass symbols are intro-

duced and none of the previously defined symbols acquire new

definitions.

Type B does not resemble the code of either constituent,

indicating that the construction is exocentric. However, the
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Type B resultant code is also a glossary code. This means

that the syntactic range of the constitute is the same as

that of a class of single words or forms not represented by

its constituents.

Type C may code either endocentric or exocen-tric con-

structions, but it contains a code symbol not previously

used for any subclass of glossary words or forms, or else

not previously defined for a subclass of its own class.

This indicates that the syntactic range of the constitute

is a new one, appearing only when two or more glossary

classes are combined.

in the following discussion, Type A and B resultants

are briefly exempi ified, but Type C is presented in more

detail and the new code symbols and new uses for code sym-

bols are listed and defined.

Type A resultants are the most frequent. Among others,

they appear in the modifier-noun, the verb-object, the verb-

adverb, the auxiliary-verb, and the determiner-determiner

constitute codes. When simple adjectives are combined with

nouns, for example, the noun code is repeated in the result-

ant. When a transitive verb is combined with an object, the

resultant code is a modified version of the verb code, in

which the transitivity has been reduced. Resultant codes

for prepositions! phrases and adverbial clauses also belong
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to this type, both being Coded as subclasses of adverbs,

whose major class membership they share.

Type B resultants, though relatively infrequent, can

be exemplified by the resultant code for marked infinitives

(infinitives with to), which are coded as fully determined

singular nouns (2xx5). Also, the 8W classes of determiners,

the potential substantives, when combined with following

prepositional phrases or postnominal adverbs, are coded

as nouns

Type C resultants are fairly frequent. They introduce

One newly defined cOde symbol in second position, and one

in third position, the rest appearing in fourth position.

Table 9 shows them, together with the major classes in

which they represent new Subclassifications, and defines

their meanings.

As shown in Table 9, the one newly defined code

symbol (8) in second position is applied to nouns with

post-modifiers. The rules provide that noun phrases will

be put together in one order only, in order to reduce the

number of final parsings. For Instance, in the happy- man

on the corner, the head noun man will acquire its adjective,

then the prepositional phrase, and then the determiner.

The only newly defined code symbol in4 third position

is applied to relative clauses. Since these clauses are

postnominal modifiers, as are prepositional phrases and

some a verbs, they are coded in the first two positions as
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Table 9

New Type C Resultant Code Symbols

Major Class Pos. Code Meaning Example

Noun 2 8 A post-modifier man on the corner
has been
attached.

Adverbial 3 Postnominal which he wanted;
modifier only; whom I know;
does not that came
modify verbs,

Finite 4 0 Independent he came; let's go;
verbs, clause, he is, he has, he
auxiliaries, does; he can;
contractions he's here

Finite 4 2 Adverbial or is happy; ±5 On
forms of be adjective the corner

complement has
been attached.

Finite 4 3 Inversion with there is (a man
forms of be there or here. here); here are

- (the men)

Adjective 4 4 "Determined" very happy;
adjective, very happily

Finite 4 6 Interrogative who came;
verbs, clause, not what books
nouns inverted; or

interrogative
noun phrase,
not potential
introducer of
relative clause.

Finite 4 7 Inverted did he come; is he;
verbs, interrogative has he, did he;
auxiliaries clause, or can he; whose books

interrogative
noun phrase;
may introduoe a
relative clause.
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Table 9--Continued

Major Class Pos. Code Meaning Example

Finite 4 8 Doubly inverted when did he come;
verbs, interrogative where is he; when
auxiliaries lause, can he; what books

does he want

Any 4 9 A coordinating the man and (woman);
conjunction has coming and (going);
been added; happy and (gay);
requires a he came and (they
parallel second left)i can and
constituent. (will5 here and

if they were adverbial; but since they do not modify verbs,

the code symbol 4, not previously defined In third position

for the preposition-adverb-oonjunction group, is used to

differentiate them from single Word postnominal adverbs,

prepositional phrases, and adverbial clauses with subordinati-g

conjunctions. Accordingly, who is on. the corner is coded

0340.1 For example, compare:

the man who is on the corner the man waited_ when he
was on the corner

the man yonder the man waited yonder
the man on the corner the man waited on the

corner

We quickly admit that calling relative clauses "adverbial"

and then specifying that they do not modify verbs is an

etymological contradiction, but will leave it to the reader

to invent a more felicitous terminology if he wishes.

1It is also coded as a noun phrase and as an inter-

rogative clause. See the section on Multiple Resultants.



In fourth position, the code symbol 0 acquires a new

definition when in the course of parsing it appears with

preceding code symbols for finite verbs and auxiliaries.

in the glossary, all potential verbs and auxiliaries have

a l, 2, or 3 in fourth position. When their preceding

codes appear With a 0 in fourth position, it means that

they have been combined with potential subjects and that

the resultant constitute is an independent clause or

sentence, in effect, this is to treat clauses as endocentric

constructions with the verb or other finite form as heads

Similarly, when a contracted form such as he's is combined

with an appropriate second constituent such as -oming,

the resultant will be a modified version of the second

constituent code, with a 0 in fourth position.

Two other fourth position symbols are redefined to
provide for constructions containing a finite form of the

verb be4. When one of these forms is combined with a

following adjective or adverbial expression, the fourth

position of the resultant code is a 2, and the rules do

not permit the addition of further adjective or noun

complements. When one of the forms is combined with a

preceding there or here the fourth position code of the

resultant is a 3, so that the common inversion patterns

there is, here are etc., can be identified- and correctly

parsed with following noun subjects.
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The fourth position symbol 4 has previously been

defined for nouns in the glossary to mean "determined

subclass." No other use was specified for it in the

glossary codes. In resultant codes, however, it too

acquires a new definition. When adjectives are combined

with a preceding modifier like yery the resitant code

Is a modified adjective code with a 4 in fourth position,

meaning "determined adjectivej" i.e., it can no longer be

parsed with words like more and most. The meaning is

very close to that for the noun, but unlike the nouns,

the adjectives as single words have no determined subclasS--

only some adjectival constitutes do--and therefore we

regard these resultants as Type C.

The completely new fourth position symbols 6, 7, and

8 code interrogative phrases and clauses. The symbol 6

means "interrogative, normal order" and is applied to

questions like, "What books came yesterday?" (1106), and,

"Who is here?" (9116), and to noun phrases like, "What

books?" (2026).

The symbol 7, in fourth position, codes inverted

clauses and appears in resultants for combinations of

auxiliaries or forms of be with following substantives

that may be their subjects. Is the man, accordingly, is

coded 9117 and has the man 9217. Subsequently, if is

the man is combined with going, the resultant code Is
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1017; and if has the man, is combined with gone, the

resultant code is 1107. On the other hand, the rules

provide that a subsequent combination, such as who with

is the man will produce the resultant code 9116, indicating

that the clause is a copulative Interrogative, not inverted,

and the combination of that with is the man will Produce

the resultant code 9110, indicating the clause is

copulative, not Interrogative, and not inverted.

The symbol 7 in fourth position is also used for noun

phrases that may introduce relative clauses; for example,

whosebooks (2027), which differs in syntactic range from

what boks- (2o2:6).

The symbol 8 in this position codes doubly inverted

clauses like, "Where is the man?" and, "What books does

he want?" in which an Interrogative adverbial or object

expression precedes the copulative verb or auxiliary, and

the subject follows it.

The symbol 9 in fourth position codes combinations in

which the first constituent is a coordinating conjunction,

Strictly speaking, these are not constitutes, but the rules

establish them as temporary or pseudo constitutes and

provide that they may subsequently be parsed with preceding

parallel expressions. For example, a singular or plural

substantive expression combines with and to produce the

resultant 2xx9. This in turn may combine with either a

singular or plural substantive expression to produce a
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plural noun phrase coded 2x20 (or 2x24 or 2x25, if the

first nout belongs to a determined subclass),

The use of such temporary constitutes can be extended

to cover comparative constructions like a happier man than

he, aO__happy as he, etc., as well as the either-or, neither-

nor constructions, for which rules have not yet been

developed.

UjLTiPLE RESULTANTS

Although combining two constituents usually reduces

ambiguity, in some instances ambiguity is created or

increased and cOnsequently more than one resultant cod e

must be specified for the constitute. This is exemplified

by clauses beginning with Whose. The expression, whose

books are here is potentially a question, a postnominal

modifier, and a singular noun phrase. The rules for

coding such expressions provide three resultants: 9106,

0340, and 2005. Similarly, who came is coded 1106, 0340,

and 2005. Most of the multiple resultants appear in Rules

U62-U72. As with words like do and have, which have more

than one code, each code will be considered for possible

combination with adjacent codes in executing the parsing

program,
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I TM UTPUT

The codes and rules have been tested, using a program

written in IPL-V, a list-processing language. As was
expected, the program proved excessively time consuing,

requiring approximately ten minutes for parsing long

sentences. A program currently being developed, using

SCAT and adapted specifieally to these codes and rules,

has reduced the time to a matter of sec-onds.

A variety of sentences was hand coded, bypassing a

dictionary lOok-up subroutine, and fed into the computer

together with the rules and the program. The computer

parsed them "Correctly" (i.e., as predicted). Appendix C

displays some of these sentences with their glossary and

resultant codes and the rules which led to completed

parsings, all represented in a tree structure form clearly

showing the relationships of the substructures. Except

for the summary information on sentence length and number

of resultants and parsings, Appendix C is the actual output

obtained automatically from an IBM 7090.

The output includes both very short sentences, designed

to test the ability of the rules to handle basic sentence

types, and longer sentences, taken from text with little

modification, to test for the resolution of ambiguities.

Specifically, the problem was to determine whether the

codes and rules as developed so far could handle diverse

structures commonly found in Engli5sh and resolve the
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ambiguities preserved in the coding of homographs sufficiently

to avoid: an excessive number of parsings. On both counts,

the test results appear sufficiently favorable to warrant

continuing development of this approach to automatic

parsing.

Multiple parsings still pose serious problems. In

general, syntactic ambiguities tend to compound themselves

so that for each unresolved ambiguity in a sentence, one

may expect that the number of parsings obtained for that

sentence will be doubled. That is, one ambiguity in the

subject phrase and one in the predicate phrase will produce

four parsings, not two. On the other hand, this also means

that each time codes or rules are added or refined to

resolve a needlessly ambiguous construction, the number

of different parsings for sentences containing the

Construction will probably be halved.

Most of the multiple parsings appearing for some of

the test sentences were caused by the presence of

prepositional phrases and other adverbial modifiers. The

codes and rules are not now sufficiently refined to specify

when these constitutents should be attached to the sentence

as a whole or to some one of several constituents within

it. The addition of rules for punctuation will help,

although the problem cannot be solved by this means alone.

More accurate codes and rules for prepositional phrases

would greatly reduce the number of unwarranted parsings.
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One immediate step might well be the recoding of the

preposition Of and the writing of special rules for phrases

in which it occurs. It is one of the most frequent words

in ordinary text; it usually attaches its phrase to an

immediately preceding noun, and the classes of verbs and

adjectives to which an of phrase can be attached are

limited. The most extreme example of multiple parsings

in the test sentences was sentence 15, for which thirty

parsings were obtained. The number would be halved if the

phrase of text were attached solely and unambiguously to

the preceding noun, pasages.

As the codes and rules now stand, all sentences

ending with two or more prepositional phrases or With a

prepositional phrase following a noun Object, will receive

multiple parsings. Frequently, such sentences are truly

ambiguous, as in the test Sentence, "I saw the man with

the telescope in the park," and all the parsings are

legitimate interpretations. Sometimes they are not, as

in, "The boy put the hook on the table," and "The boy read

a book on mathematics," where only one parsing is warranted.

The problem of eliminating the unwarranted parsings while

preserving legitimate ambiguities will obviously require

finer coding of noun, verb, and adverbial classes.

An additional ambiguity is present in, "I saw the man

with the telescope in the park," and twice as many parsings

would have been obtained for it if the additional glossary
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code for saw, as a present tense form of the verb to saw

had been read in. In a completely automated processing

of text, this would occur. its elimination here was

entirely arbitrary and was done solely to save needless

processing time rather than to minimize the gravity of the

problem of hom, ography. To prevent absurd interpretations

in which men may be dissected with so blunt an instrument

may require the use of microglossaries or the development

of a classification scheme for semantic co-occurrence

classes.

Similarly, the homography of a single word doubled

the number of parsings in test sentence 14, where the
sequence code combines subclass symbols occurs. In one

set of parsingS, .combines is interpreted as a plural noun,

modified by the singular noun cod, and subclas iS

interpreted as the verb with symbols as its object. in

the other set, code is Interpreted as the subject, combines
as the verb, and subclass as the noun modifier of the

object noun symbols. Another unexpected ambiguity turned.

up in the test sentence, "Is the man master there." The

answer to the first parsing presumably could be, "Yes, the

man is master there"; to the second, "No, the man master

isn't, but the woman master is." These examples serve to

raise the question of the use of larger contexts in the

resolution of ambiguities and suggest one of the dimensions

in which the present limited scope of parsing is inadequate.
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In spite of these problefms, Which would be difficult

to solve in implementing any approach to automatic parsing,

there are many advantages to the approach presented here.

It preserves legitimate ambiguities. It does not try to

fortce a narrow interpretation of "Sentence" upon every

string of words appearing between two end-marks of punctuation.

We do not need to speculate or predict whether or not there

will be a predicate after we have encountered a noun phrase.

If there is one, and there is no subordinating context,

the string of words will be parsed as an independent clause

or sentence and its final resultant code will mark its

type as indicative, copulative, anaphoric, or interrogative,

or some combination of these, and its order as normal,
inverted, or inveltednverted. If it is not, and the string

is simply a noun phrase, as in a title, or some other so-

called elliptical construction like the man over there or

not until tomorrow. the final resultant code will so label

it. Whether the total structure is a phrase, clause, or

complex Sentence, this approach permits its Substructures

and their connections to be clearly marked and the nature

of the connections to be clearly indicated,
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Appendix A

RULE -MIJOLS

Any position: * The code in this position is not signif-
icant for the application of this rule.

B Copy the digit in the corresponding
position of the first eonstituent code.

C Copy the digit in the corresp onding
position of the second constituent code.

D subtract 1 before copying the digit in
the corresponding position of the first
constituent code.

Position 1: M l,...7 Content word classes

V 1,3,5,7 Verb

N 2,3,6,7 Noun

A 4,5,6,7 Adjective

Position 2: V 0,...6 Verb

N 0,2,5,6,7 Noun, not genitive

A 0,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 Adjective

S 0,5,6 Simple finite or
infinitive

T 1,4,6 Past tense verb

F 0,1,4,5,6 Finite verb

P 3,4,5,6 Past participle

W 1,2,3,5 Noun substitute
dterm i er

X 2,5,6,7 Prep sition
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Y 3, 5, 7 Adve rb

Z 4, 61, 7 Subordinating conjunction

Position 3: V 0,1,3,4 Verb

N 0, 2, 3, 4 Noun, not accusative

A 04.,5 Adjective

S 0,4 Simple form

Y 0,1', 2,3 Adverb

Position 4: V 1, 2, 3 Verb

N ,0,..5 Noun

S 0,1i, 2, 3 Unmodified noun oradjective
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Appendix B

RULES

The rules are, in general, grouped according to the

number of the resultant Codes appearing in the right-hand

Column. The first column is the mle identification tag.

The second column contains the codes of preceding constituents;

the third column contains the codes Of following constituents;

the fourth column contains the resultant oodes.



RIN**N vT*v 10,00
awt0

92 N*4N VSVV i 100
83.0

R 3 NeO 0N V*IV 1000
81.0

R4 N;.24 vs-SV 100.0

82*0
9541
5

R5 951i1 V2-SV 1000
4 p

k'6 7521 VPSV 100,0
R i 953 1 VSSV 1000o

Ra 4e5N 1*#0 CCCO
OVGO 91*0

0150 4
6

R9 20.6 1*0? LCCS
7

0:810
2
4
5
6
7

RIO 0110 1*.? 1CCs
2 91.7
3 2

3
4

R15 9101 V2*V 1088
7 p

11
7

R16 9121 V2OV 1108O
7 P

R17 9201 VPOV 108b
7
11

7
R18 9221 VP*V 1108

7
R19 9301 VSSV 10Q8

7
11
7



RIO 9321 VSSV llOb

41
7

R25 v*S2 N**N, 180
3 8w *0

R26 V.12 N.*N 101D
3 8wwO

32
3

R21 V(.SV OYYO 1BO
405N
0 150

6
R28 V*iv OYYO 10l1

3 405.
015.

6
R29 405N V*SV ICOC

OY 10

2
R30 4050 V*lV IC IC

0y10 3
2

R35 A*SN NN SS 20CO
K N'S S

VP S 2
3

R36 A*SN NN2S 2020
N4NSS 3

VP'S2

R38 NNSS 03010 2880
2

R39 K:N2S 0300 2820
3 2
3

R40 80010 2850O 2C05
11 4
2 9 0

4
R41 8200 2820 2C25

1 4
2 9210

4
R42 8300 28.0 2CC5

1 4
40 9 0
1 4

50
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Rk4 3 8130 28S0 2C 04
4 9
5
6

R44' 8230 2820 92C24
4 9
5
6
7

R45 832802CC'.
49

6
7

9
43
4
5
6
7
8

R46 N*OS VP*V 210105

R47 N*2S VIP.V 2025
3

82 *0
R48 N*4S VIP.V 2045

83.0
5

R50 8000 NNSS 20,05
1 4
2
10

RSI 8200 NN25 2025
1 4
2 3S

4
4S
4
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k 5 830,0 NN2S 2025
1 4
2 3s

40, 4

2

538300 NINSS 2OC5
1 4
2

40

R481*0 0340 2005
R55 82*0 0340 2025
R56 8 340 0340 2045

5
R57 8130 NtNSS 2004

4 4
5
6
7
8

R58 8130 29-SS 2904
4

7
8

R59 8230 NiN2 S 2024
4 4
5 3s1
6 4
7 4S
8 4

R60 8330 NNSS 20,C4
4 4
5
6
7

8

43
4
5
6
7



8
9

53
4
5
6
7
8
9

R61 8330 NIN2S 2024
4 4
5 3S
6 4
7

8

43
4
5
6
7

8
9
53

4

5
67
8

9
R62 9131 NO4N 2004

8w *0
AASS

6
VP*V

R63 28*0 0340 2CC5
9

R64 NNSS 0340 20'C5
R65 NN2S 034-0 2022

3
R66 81-0 030'0 2800

R67 82*0 030,0 2820
2

R68 83*0 03010 2840
5 2

R69 9000 VSSV 2005
91,51

3
5

R7O 96*0 N*tS 20Cu
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R71 N**N 0600 20CC
1

22
3

750810 NNSN. 20,C6

6
R 6 0840 NNrSN 26C 1
R0810 NN2N 202b

23
7

Rig 0840 NTN 2'N 2021
3

R79 0810 29.N 29C6
2

R9:0 0060 ASAS 40C4
9 2

0100, VP.V

R41 010 410S 4705
4

R92 4050 ASSS 4004
2

VP*V
R93 8330 ASSS 4700

2

VP*2
3

R94 83310 A*SS 405U
8

R95 8340 ASAS 4800
2

VP. 2
3

R96 ASAS 8310 4003
2

Uo 8000 8140 83-o
2

Ul 8170 8100 8COu
823'

U2 8170 0150 815Q
4

U3 8100 8330 8880
3
4
5
6
20
3
4
5
6

U4 8300 8330 8300
4
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U5 33,00 8140 8C 1 GC
4 5

6
24

U6 8 300 8350 8120
4

U? 8370 8340 8370
8 5

47 6
8

U8 850,0 8260 8210
7

U9 0060 81.00 8CCO
4

82 30
4

uIo 0110 81.0 086,0
Uli 0110 8230 0870
U12 8230 80,00 8000

8390,
UZo 9101 9131 glbi

1 1
7

U23 9201 9141 9101
5

U22 9211 9141 912o
721

7
31U23 9207 9'141 9107

U24 94-1 9151 912u

7U.25 0,040' 9131! 9CCh
U26 9WO I 0040 9BB

7
41

7

401
7

U30 9511 N*SN 91010

3
5

A*SN

3
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U31 9511 0150 9100
6

0Y40

U32 N**N 9121 9120
8W.0 2

7
U33 N*SN 9 111 911u

81-0 2
3 7
5

U34 N*2N 91 0 1 gico
3 2
4 7

82 0
3

U35 911 OYYO 912
2 0150

6
A**N,

U36 91*0 OYYO 9Btb
6 0150

6
40 5N

U37 911 0150 9183
U38 0150 91.7 9lCu

6
U39 OYOO 91*6 91CC

1 8
2

405N
U40 NON 9221 9C20

8w*O 3
4

U41 N*SN 9211 9C lu
81*0 3
3
5

U42 N*2N 9201 9COU
- 3
4

82*0
3
5

U50 9101 N*2N 91b01
2 3
34

9103 82.0
3
5

U51 9111 NSSN 9B1
28
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3 9
9111 3 81*0

3
5

U52 9121 N**N 9B27
2 8-W*0
3
4

U53 91.7 0i50 9IB
8 6

0YY0
A**N

U54 9107 N*2N 9108

3
4

3

U55 9117 N*SN 9118
81.0

3
5U;56 9127 N##N 9128

,8w*0
U59 9151 N4'N 9155

ASN
U60 0800 VFVV 0341

91.1
7
8

92.1
3
4

U,61 0810 1000 2001
2*'6 91*0

2
3
4

u62 9231 vw*v 034u
2005

U63 0,80* 1000 03D

2 91*0 2005
5 2

2*.? 3
4U64 0,8-40 1 o34U

200')
U65 0810 VFVV 1006

20,46 200.
U66 0860 ViVV IOcu

7 2C
2*. 6
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U,67 08,60 VSLV i006
2006 3 2005

U68 0870 VSSV 1006
2026 2o05

UlO 08 20 VFVV 10O
3 0340

2047 200)
Ui7 2007 VSIV 1006

3 034u
2005

U72 2027 VSSV lO0b
0340
2C05

U73 OX*O N*eN :030(
9000i 8w,,O

U80 0810 9101 91C6
2,46 7 2005

ii

7
21

U81 2*06 911.1 91C6
0860 7 200

21
7

U82 2*26 9101 9iCb
01870 7 2005

21
T

U83 0820 9101 9c16
3 7 0340
4 11 2005

2*47 7
21
7

U,84 2007 9111 91C6
7 0340

21 2005
7

U85 2027 9101 91C6
7 0340

21 200b
7

U90 0030 0040 0l010
U9 0010 M*** CCC9

2 8w**
3 961-

2
01**
A

910.

2
942*
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u 49v V* v vF* lb
00 N* 4N N *. 202'

8w*k 8w.9

01VF*0 VP *9 1I~~
Q2 V2*v V2*9 20
03 VP*V V P *C) 101

QAAVSS AVS 4 40GO0
05 4*50Q 405~9 40,10
06 A *S, A7*9 47010
07 48.00 4809 480,u
08 91 *0 91*1.9 at

1 2
3

O9 496 *0 96*9 96130
010 0110 0119 Ci13u

2 2
3 3

Oxio 0X0 x. 023)
Q12 QV OYY9oy CCCu

0150 0159
6 6

013 0340 0349 0340
Q20 N**N 01910 e BBb

A**N
8W#N
0Y.0

025 0'040 WANN CCCt)
AAA
8W40
0150

6
0y*0

027 0050 M .14 CCCC
8we0
0150

6
Qy*0

028N 005* CCCC
9

8w00
000110 1**0 0330

2 91*0
3 2

01.0 3
4
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Appendix C

SAM-ES-OP PARSEDSENTENCES

Most tree-structure representations of sentences show

nodes with branches to the left and right, according to the

order in which the elements appear in the sentence. The

trees appearing on the following, pages, however, branch

to the right and down. The code appearing In the upper

left-hand corner Is to be considered as the topmost node.

it is as if a normal tree had been converted to its mirror

image and rotated through an angle of 450,

The rules by which each node was constructed appear

beneath the resultant code. (it should be noted that a 0

in the first position of a code was eliminated in the

print-out.)

The number of different parsings obtained for each

sentence is recorded and for some sentences, all the parsings

are printed out. Where there were very many parsingS,

only a few are printed out, since the others are simply

alternate combinations of the ambiguous elements in the

ones already displayed. in addition, the number of resultants

appearing during the processing is recorded. Some of these

resultants do not survive, but the number affords a better

index to the length of time required for processing than

does the length of the sentence.



Sentence: let's try to parse this one.

le ng th: 6 words

Number ot parsings: 1

Nubr of re sul tan ts: 13



ICCC 4*' 541

R4 W

R25 TRY

R69 TCI

sis

ONE



SENTENCE 2

Sentence: We hope that this Will run.
Length: 6 words
Number of parsingis 1

Number of resultants: 19
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ICCC *~'2C25

tcc *i1 3CC?
R25 tFCPE

A2C5 %ILLC8C

,3r-A
ALN



SENTENCE3

Sentence:- Some men were coming and going.

Length:6 words

Number of parsiingse 1

Number of resultants:. 11
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ICCC #fit* 2tC25 *'*' 8300
R4 RS2 SP
#

4#0

12c1 " 29 'o 10
G- C9 ICPIN



SENTENCE 4

Sentence: Why did he go?

Length: 4 words

Number of parsings: 1

Num--be r of re suit an t: 6
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110s *.** CI3
RIC hik 1y

1107 *6. 92 *' 92
R2C L52 tin

# 6

# 1E

ICC'
G C
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SE.,NTENCE5

Sentence: The re is a man there.

Length: 5 words.
Number of par'sings: I

Number of resultants: 6



glic 00*-81-

U36 L18 THERC

* is

* 2CC5 .44 80,00
A SO A

* 3CC2
* PAN

HIERE



SEN'rENCE 6

Sentnce:is the man there?
Length: 4 words
Nuriber of paraings:

Number o f resultants: 4
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90118 to,** 1 .. gl

* 2004 *0O8470

* P60THE

* 3CC2
*~ tAN

0150



SENTENCE 7

Sentence: Is there a man there?

Leng t h 5 words
Number Of parsings: 1
Number of reaultantse: 6
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U53 LS1 u37 is

*015

* 2CC5 *.8,0010
ASO5 A

*3-C

Ois
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SENTENCE9 8

Sentence: The man is happy there.
Len gt h 5 word$
Number of' parsings: 2
Number of resultants: 11



9iiC 404* 2CC' 40 847:

U23 AR60 THEj

* 3CC2

OF

4 4COO
* DHAPPY

TH4ERE



q11C 0..~i .. 2004 ... 8470
U36 U33 R60 THE

41 30,02
* 4 PAN

4 0O

* HAPPY



SENTENCE 9

Sentence: is the man happy there?
Length: 5 words

Number of~ parsings: 1
Number of resultants: 4f
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U5353- U51 is

* e 20104 a..8470
A R60 THRE

IO
*MAN

* 4000
* IHAPPY

THERE



SENTENCE 10

Sentence: Is the man matter there?
Length: 5 words
Mumb er 0 f paraings: 2

Number of resultants:. 11
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911 *.* 117 4004 9111

IF 2CC4 4044 8470
*R6,0 THE

* 2CC .000 3002
0 35 MAN

* r'ASTER

0150o
THE RE
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9118 .6*.9118 *...9117.gill11
U53 U55 U51

* 20104 es.8470
* *R60 THE

* :,MAN

* 3CC

PASTER

0150
TI4ERE



SETECE1

Sentence: Who Is in charge of production there?
Length: 7 Words
Num ber of parsings:
Number of resultants: 21
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U36 L 36 U8 WH~o

* * 9111

*I s

*C C3 00 es 05,30
* L73 IN

* 2800 '. 3002
*R38 CHAR(VE

30 021

S01 OF

*PRC.CLCTIUN

015C
THERE
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9116 14e. g116 4*** 9116 *''* 9116 *.e' 0830
L36 L36 U36 U8 3 WHO

0 lU ~ 0 5 1

* 4 9111
* 4 * is

* 4 0300 .me 0530
'L U33 iN

.I 4 0

423002

* 4 C HA:RCeE
* C

gi 1i

*03'00 ,*.* 0230
* 1,'3 OF

* C1

* 2000
* PRCCLtCT [IEN

*
O!C
015C
THERE



SENTENCE 12

sentence: The boy put the book Ont the table.

Length: 8 wrds
Number Of parsings:

Numaber of resaultanits: 27



ICC *.. 2CC4. .. 84.70
At A &C THI

2 2CCC487

u CK

t, 
I

2CC 94C' 4 87
R6 THETH

3C3CC

ABLE.K



1CC a..2CC4.a. 8470
RiR60 THE

* ay

16 C,1 *~ 16,C2
R2 5 Put

R4~ THE

R38 OCCK

0CC4 * 4 C50

RkC THE

3CC2
TABLE.
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SENTENCE 1

Sentece: ISaW the man with the telescope in

the park.
Length: 10 words

NMiber Of parsings: 4

Number of resultants: 37



eCCC 1C. C2

U73 I 1
0

2tC4 .a* 8470
A4.5 TIHE

28CC *e. CC2

01MC *. C530
U13 hI 

2CC4 $4* '70
Rti5 T14

3CO ~ 3C
PRK ~ TLECP
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iCtc #46# 2t2s

RII Ili!I C

R21 R25 SAh

* 2CC4 .. u 410
*R60 T Hit

* 3CC2

03CC 4#4* 3C2C

2eC4 .4*0 847C

23CC 0* 3C
PRK EECP
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R I I

RI21 0 2. SlC Alm 10

R22 R4 SOO

*~ 28C4 0e. 810
L7 1(4 TH,

* 2~~CC *. 30

,2C C040 '4*4 023

*R6 THET~

3CCCC
PARKSCP&
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ICCC *oo* 2C25

eI

lA I *oo 11 000 11i01 0040 1102
72 R 27' R25 SAW

* * 2004 ooo' 8470
* R60 THE

• u 3002
* 0 tMAN

* 0

4 C300 *000 0230
* L13 I ITH
* 0

* 2C04 *"' 8470
SR 6C THI:

* 0

* 3002

03CC * 0. 5 O53CL;7 3 IN

2CC4 040* e84c
R6C THE

3CC2
PARK
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SENTEXCE 14f

Sentence: Occasionally the modified code

combines subclass symbols in a

new way but no new undefined symfbols
are intrcoduoed.

!ength: 18 words

NU'mber of parsings 10* (Five parsings Only shown.)

Number of resultants: 24f9

*SeVen Of the ten parsings are due to coding the
Word dombinel 3032.
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WCCC *, 4C5C
R8 CCCASIUNALLY

#

I C C C *.. ri C * 1000 *.. 200 4 a * 8470

LS1 R 3 R60 tHE
* 4 * 4

* .* 20,00 .0- 14102
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SENTEgNCE 1

sentences. This paper deseribes a method, Pr

discriminating between passages of
text reeived Prom different sources.

Length: 15 words

Numbe r of parsings:do 30 (Four parsings only shown.)

Number of resultants: 264f
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SENTENCE 16

Sentence: These blocks of digits subclassify

the determiners very roughly since
the order-class patterning of these
words appears to be too intricate

for- the construction of any simple
or elegant scheme.

Length. 30 words

Number of parsings: 5
Number of resultants: 368
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